
Pupil Premium Strategy Statement

This statement details our school’s use of pupil premium (and recovery premium for the
2022 to 2023 academic year) funding to help improve the attainment of our
disadvantaged pupils.

It outlines our pupil premium strategy, how we intend to spend the funding in this
academic year and the effect that last year’s spending of pupil premium had within our
school.

School overview

Detail Data
School name Hewett Academy
Number of pupils in school 311
Proportion (%) of pupil premium eligible pupils 41%
Academic year/years that our current pupil premium
strategy plan covers (3 year plans are recommended)

2021-2024

Date this statement was published September 2022
Date on which it will be reviewed September 2023
Statement authorised by Antony Little
Pupil premium lead Faye Middleton
Governor / Trustee lead Chris Jennings

Funding overview

Detail Amount
Pupil premium funding allocation this academic year £147491

Recovery premium funding allocation this academic year £43926
Pupil premium funding carried forward from previous
years (enter £0 if not applicable)

£0

Total budget for this academic year
If your school is an academy in a trust that pools this
funding, state the amount available to your school this
academic year

£191417
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Part A: Pupil premium strategy plan

Statement of intent

The shared mission of Hewett Academy is to provide our students with an exceptional
education that opens up their pathways in life to be their own best.  We do this through
a well planned and sequenced knowledge rich curriculum, high quality inspirational
careers provision, a thorough personal development programme and access to a wide
range of enrichment and opportunities to develop cultural capital. We are committed to
our 6 missions:

● Our students will learn a robust and academic curriculum
● We are creative to our core
● We believe access to cultural capital is a right
● Reading is central to what we do
● Our students are going on to lead great lives
● We believe in our school and in our community

Specifically, for our disadvantaged pupils this means; no gap between PP and non-PP
pupils in their 9-5 inc. English and Maths outcomes; pupils’ reading age is at least
equal to their chronological age; all PP pupils are able to access the same enrichment
opportunities open to non-PP pupils; disadvantaged pupils are no less likely to receive
suspensions than non-disadvantaged pupils; the positive contributions of
disadvantaged pupils are recognised equally to those of non-disadvantaged pupils; the
attendance of PP pupils is at least equal to non-PP pupils; and PP pupils move onto
outcome appropriate post-16 qualifications.

In deciding how to use our Pupil Premium Grant, we draw upon the following sources:
● Sutton Trust report: “The Pupil Premium: Next Steps” available here.
● Education Endowment Foundation Teaching and Learning Toolkit, available

here.
● Research on disadvantaged pupils and the vocabulary gap, available here.
● Our professional experience of what works best.
● Our expert knowledge of our school’s context.

From these sources we have identified the following priority areas for allocating the
Pupil Premium Grant:

● Quality Teaching of our Knowledge-Rich Curriculum
● Targeted Support & wellbeing strategies for our PP students, according to the

level of need, as designated through the Hewett Entitlement and in line with our
ambitions around creative arts & reading.
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http://www.suttontrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Pupil-Premium-Summit-Report-FINAL-EDIT.pdf
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/
https://www.aft.org/sites/default/files/periodicals/TheEarlyCatastrophe.pdf


Challenges
This details the key challenges to achievement that we have identified among our
disadvantaged pupils.

Challenge
number

Detail of challenge

1 Our students will learn a robust and academic curriculum. Our teachers
need to be equipped with the expert knowledge and excellent teaching to
deliver this curriculum to all students.

2 We are creative to our core. Not all students have access to the arts or have
opportunities to express themselves artistically outside of school.

3 We believe access to cultural capital is a right.There is often a disparity
between the cultural experiences of our PP pupils vs. non-PP students which
in turn can have an impact on their ability to retain new knowledge.

4 Reading is central to what we do.The PP/non-PP gap between reading age
and chronological reading ages requires teachers to have well honed reading
and vocabulary instruction techniques in their skill set.

5 Our students are going on to lead great lives.The background of some of
our families, particularly those of disadvantaged pupils, can present a barrier to
the pupils’ engagement with post-16 routes and this can have an impact on the
level of courses they choose in comparison to their GCSE outcomes.

6 We believe in our school and in our community.The prior experiences with
education of some of our families, can present a barrier to the pupils’
engagement with school and this can have an impact on attendance.

7 The quality of writing produced by some pupils requires secondary phase
teachers to have a good understanding of handwriting and grammar
terminology to ensure this is developed across the curriculum.

8 The PP/non-PP gap between prior mathematical achievement means a
greater number of teaching groups is required in those year groups with the
biggest gap in order to provide appropriate levels of support and pace for each
group of prior attaining pupils.
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Intended outcomes
This explains the outcomes we are aiming for by the end of our current strategy plan,
and how we will measure whether they have been achieved.

Intended outcome Success criteria
PP pupils’ are just as likely to achieve
grade 5 and above in their GCSE English
and maths because, in most cases, they
will make above expected progress
compared to their starting point.

No gap between PP and non-PP
students in their 9-5 inc. English and
Maths outcomes.

Pupils with significantly below
chronological age on their NGRT reading
assessments are supported

Pupils’ reading age is at least equal to
their chronological age.

All PP pupils are able to access the same
enrichment opportunities open to non-PP
students.

Equal representation at inter-school
sports competitions.
20% of all pupils attending 90+% VMT
lessons.

Disadvantaged pupils are no less likely to
receive suspensions than
non-disadvantaged pupils.

Suspension rates in line with national
i.e. 30 or fewer as a guidance. PP
students will be no more represented in
this group than non-PP students.

Positive contributions of disadvantaged
pupils are recognised equally to those of
non-disadvantaged pupils.

The percentage of PP/non-PP students
achieving Bronze, Silver and Gold
House Point badges are at least equal.

The attendance of PP pupils is at least
equal to non-PP pupils.

Whole school attendance target of
94.5%.

PP pupils move onto outcome appropriate
post-16 qualifications.

PP students achieving 9-5 English and
Maths have applied to sixth form and
college for Level 3 qualifications.
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Activity in this academic year
This details how we intend to spend our pupil premium (and recovery premium funding)
this academic year to address the challenges listed above.

Teaching (for example, CPD, recruitment and retention)

Budgeted cost: £ 48838.38

Activity Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Over staffing in English
to narrow the
attainment gap and
support all PP students
in accessing the
curriculum.

Smaller classes in each year group
allowing for a greater degree of
individual attention (Reducing Class
Size - EEF Toolkit).

4,7

Subscription to National
College to ensure all
staff have access to a
range of CPD that
meets their personal
targets and interests as
a supplement to that
offered as part of whole
school CPD and the
Trust CPD offer through
the Teaching Hub

The single most powerful method for
improving student outcomes is to
provide high quality teaching (Effective
Professional Development - EEF
Toolkit).

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
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Targeted academic support (for example, tutoring, one-to-one support
structured interventions)

Budgeted cost: £ 96047.62

Activity Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Contribution towards
staffing costs for
Academic mentors to
narrow the attainment
gap and support all PP
pupils in accessing the
curriculum. Further to
liaise with PP families
and other professionals.

This role is vital in narrowing the
attainment gap and improving the
quality of educational support provided
here at Hewett (Supporting
Metacognition and Self-Regulation -
EEF Toolkit).

5,8

Contribution towards
staffing costs for
Librarian

This role is vital in narrowing the
attainment gap and improving the
quality of educational support provided
here at Hewett (Reading
Comprehension Strategies - EEF
Toolkit).

3,4,5,6,7

Contribution towards
staffing costs for an
Attendance Officer to
narrow the attendance
gap and support all PP
pupils in accessing
education. Further to
liaise with PP families
and other professionals.

This role is vital in supporting the
engagement of families with education
(Working with Parents to Support
Children’s Learning - EEF Toolkit).

6

Contribution towards
staffing costs for
Pastoral Team to
narrow the gap in
behaviour concerns
between PP and
non-PP. Further to liaise
with PP families and
other professionals.

This role is vital in supporting the
behaviour of students in school
(Improving Behaviour in Schools - EEF
Toolkit).

5

CEIAG Advisor
(Beacon East) provides
a planned programme
which gives pupils the
opportunity to examine
a wide range of future
careers options,
learning about
pathways, career roles

The CEIAG programme is designed to
help the school work towards the
Gatsby Benchmarks and satisfy
statutory guidelines outlined in DfE
guidance.

5
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and labour market
information.
After School and
Holiday interventions -
to provide extra
learning time and close
the knowledge gap.

High leverage activities that improve
individual knowledge and
understanding, delivered in an
atmosphere of greater individual
attention (Small Group Intervention and
Summer School - EEF Toolkit).

1,3,4,5,6,7,8

Intervention mentors
and tutors assigned via
data driven
identification of pupils
for small group support.

High leverage activities that improve
individual knowledge and
understanding, delivered in an
atmosphere of greater individual
attention (Small Group Intervention and
Summer School - EEF Toolkit).

1,3,4,5,6,7,8

Markers employed to
mark addition practice
papers

High quality, targetted feedback given to
students to enable them to improve
rapidly. This will then be reported back
to class teachers and tutors for
intervention.

1,4,5,7,8

Wider strategies (for example, related to attendance, behaviour,
wellbeing)

Budgeted cost: £ 46564

Activity Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Breakfast Club to
ensure all pupils but
especially PP have
access to a meal at the
start of the day.

Research supports this provision - it is
seen as tackling food poverty within the
community (EEF Toolkit - Mentoring).
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Homework Club to
ensure all pupils but
especially PP have
access to a learning
environment beyond
the school day.

Low disposable incomes in the
community can lead to lack of access to
appropriate opportunities (EEF Toolkit -
Extending School time & Sports
participation).

1,3, 4, 5,6,7,8

Uniform provision to
ensure fair and
equitable access to all
pupils but especially PP.

Low disposable incomes in the
community can lead to lack of access to
appropriate opportunities (EEF Toolkit -
Extending School time & Sports
participation).

5,6

Transport to enable PP
students to arrive and
leave school safely and
support trips and visits.

Low disposable incomes in the
community can lead to lack of access to
appropriate opportunities (EEF Toolkit -
Extending School time & Sports
participation).

3,4
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Rewards inc. book
vending machine to
help inspire and
motivate students.

Allows equality of access and
participation and successful people read
for pleasure on a regular basis - DfE,
Research Evidence on Reading for
Pleasure, Education Standards
Research Team, May 2012.

1,3, 4, 5

Subscription to
ClassCharts -
Safeguarding and
Wellbeing add-ons.

This is vital in supporting the
engagement of families with education
(Working with Parents to Support
Children’s Learning - EEF Toolkit).

6

Extra-curricular
activities - VMT, DofE,
lunch clubs to build
resilience, foster a
sense of independence
and encourage both
confidence and self
awareness in the
students who
participate.

Low disposable incomes in the
community can lead to lack of access to
appropriate opportunities (EEF Toolkit -
Extending School time & Sports
participation).

2,3,6

Educational materials
e.g. revision guides and
other consumable
materials required to
enable full and active
participation in lessons
and other activities.

Low disposable incomes in the
community can lead to lack of access to
appropriate opportunities (EEF Toolkit -
Parental engagement).

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7 8

Counselling sessions Low disposable incomes in the
community can lead to poor mental
health

5,6

Sports coaches
employed to work
intensively with
students

Low disposable incomes in the
community don’t always have the
opportunity to practice and harness a
sporting talent.

3,5,6

Alternative provisions St Eds and Ed lounge allow our
students who are in need of it to access
alternative courses and routes to
success.

1,5

Total budgeted cost: £ 191417
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Part B: Review of outcomes in the previous academic
year

Pupil premium strategy outcomes
This details the impact that our pupil premium activity had on pupils in the 2021 to 2022
academic year.

2021-22 strategies were part of a three year strategy that were striving to:

● Ensure the provision of the Minimum Guarantee as a mechanism for reducing
the attainment gap in the short term across KS3 and 4.

● Ensure the provision of The Hewett Entitlement as a mechanism for reducing the
attainment gap in the long term.

● Ensure the implementation of the knowledge-rich curriculum as a mechanism for
reducing the attainment gap in the long term.

In 2022 the P8 for PP students was -0.18 (national average -0.11) and 9-5 English and
Maths was 10%, 9-4 English and Maths was 20%. 16 out of the 20 were LPAs, 2 out of
20 were MPAs and there were 2 with no prior data. Their average KS2 was 94. There is
a bigger gap in outcomes here than we would like and shows lock down had a far
greater impact on our PP students than non PP students. This negative P8 score for
PP students can largely be accredited to 3 specific cases where these students had
highly extenuating circumstances. They were all supported by the school to stay in
education whilst dealing with their individual situations. It is worth noting that without
these 3, the PP P8 is 0.27.

In addition to GCSE outcomes we conduct annual assessments using GL in English
and Maths. Over the course of pupils’ time with us they make an average of above
expected progress. A score of 100 being maintained year on year indicates progress
as the pupils are being tested on more knowledge, at Hewett the annual average is
increasing over time in both maths and English.

Whilst our raising achievement manager was only with us for one term and we lost
some of our over staffing in Maths due to staff leaving we were able to maintain the
group sizes in maths enabling our PP students to continue to access the same levels of
support. This has facilitated the improvements in English and maths outcomes as well
as the improvement overtime seen in the GL Assessments. The implementation of the
17+ club for students having a reading age of above 17 has seen a new interest and
take up of reading with our PP students (40% of the group is PP, this we will aim to be
50% or above next year). Our NEET figures are yet to be published and will be inserted
here when we have them.
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We have been able to offer many (paid for) cultural capital experiences.
These include:
Open to all year groups:
Thorpe Park rewards trip for top 90 students in the school based on house points
Lion King theatre rewards trip for students involved in production of Grease
London (17+ club)
City Sports
Champions day
Cambridge university (17+ club)
Year 7
Natural history museum

Year 8
British Museum
Natural history museum
Walsingham and Sheringham

Year 9
Snow zone
Camping out
Animal farm theatre trip
Sir Isaac Newton
Norfolk show

Year 10
Science museum
Geography and statistics field trip
Wonderfest
Norfolk Careers and skills festival
Norwich university of the arts
Greater Norwich opportunity fair
Sir Isaac Newton
Future forward residential
Fishing trip

Overall the previous Pupil Premium Strategy was a success, given the educational
context we were working within but we will always strive to do better.
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INSERT LATEST FUNDING STATEMENT
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Externally provided programmes
Programme Provider

Not applicable

Service pupil premium funding (optional)

Measure Details
How did you spend your service pupil
premium allocation last academic year?

Contribution towards the staffing costs of
our Pastoral Team.

What was the impact of that spending on
service pupil premium eligible pupils?
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Further information (optional)
At the heart of our PP Strategy is providing appropriate provisions. The premise of this
is to review the students in our care and assign them to a band of provision(s) that we
can provide or oversee within school. For instance, band 1 is our ‘universal provision’,
it’s what every student receives just by being a member of our school and this includes
high quality teaching that caters for Low Prior Attainment, dyslexia and EAL as
standard. There are 5 bands in total and the fifth band involves a series of provisions
that are highly bespoke and require the redirection of funds that go far beyond the
standard allocation.

The Hewett Lesson is implemented as appropriate to each subject but it is grounded in
research with a heavy emphasis on cognitive science as well as reading across all
subjects and the pre-teaching of vocabulary needed to make this accessible to all.

We have a very committed and thriving Friends of Hewett, our equivalent of a PTA.
Friends of Hewett is a charity and works closely with senior leaders to identify needs
they can source funding to support. Examples of this include creating a suitable space
in school for counselling and additional educational materials that go far beyond what
the PP Grant would facilitate: uniform, food parcels, laptops, sport’s kits, and art
materials. They have also been able to support the set up and running of our Family
Lounge which has been a major factor in our ability to support and nurture relationships
with families that would otherwise be deterred from engaging with the formality of the
school environment. This group has enabled us to provide twice as much support to
our struggling families that the PP Grant alone can support.
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